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Information REACH Article 33
Metmaxx©CleanStation Pro UV (946-00.002)
Dear Sirs,
As specified in article 33 of the REACH regulation Nr. 1907/2006 the company Spranz GmbH as a REACH certified
enterprise are prescribed by law to inform about a possible use of Substances of very high concern. (SVHC). Through
our intense cooperation with the DEKRA, we take appropriate measures to offer the lasts possible information.
The following SVHCs can be contained in a concentration higher the 0,1% weight by weight (w/w). According to the
REACH regulation there is no need to proof if these substances are contained in a product – there is only the duty to
inform about the possibility of the existence. Even if one of the listed SVHCs is part of an item the item is still
unrestricted qualified to sold.
Stoff

Eg Nummern

Decamethylcyclopentasiloxan (D5)2,2,4,4,6,6,8,8,10,10Decamethylcyclopentasiloxan

Cas Nummern
208-764-9

541-02-6

If you do have any further question related to the topics SVHC or REACH please contact Kevin Frantz
Phone: +49 261 984 88 -14 E-Mail: Frantz@Spranz.de.
The above indicated information is based on the latest knowledge and experience. Analysis of our items are only executed as an exception.
(Trace contaminant have been ignored.) A legally binding assurance of particular features or qualification for a certain purpose cannot be given.
Existing laws and or directives have to be taken care of by the recipient of the goods. We are no obliged to change this statement because of a
changing legal or scientific situation.
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